The Change Pod
Learning and
growing together

A collaborative learning program
from willms.coaching
realizing potential
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What is the Change Pod?

Pod = Seed

Pod = Drive

The Change Pod helps you to bring the development
you want into your life!
The Change Pod is a powerful impetus
to move you and your goals forward.
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The Change Pod starts with the question:
If there was only one thing I could change about myself, what would it be that would
have the greatest positive effect on me and my life?

In a free webinar, we will share exciting ideas with you on how you can nd a good
answer to this question. Do you already have an idea? Then come to the webinar and
check whether the Change Pod can help you with the next steps!
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A new way to learn
The Change Pod helps you to learn in a new way so that you can achieve your most important development goal. You improve your learning ability and learn techniques that
you can use beyond the program.

We take in information WHAT we know
In-form-ation

Trans-form-ation
We change the way HOW we know some-

realizing potential

Learning in the Change Pod is different from what
we are used to. We don't get any further with just
new knowledge - it's more about HOW we know
something and HOW this determines our actions.
In the Change Pod you will discover how unconscious thought patterns limit your thinking, feeling
and acting. You recognize habits that get in the
way of your plans and desires and you learn to
change these habits. In the Change Pod you focus
on mindset development. You will learn very
practical techniques on how to carefully and curiously check the limits. Step by step you will grow
beyond yourself.
In the Change Pod, we take a step together so
that everyone can progress towards a development goal of their own choosing. You are working
on a personal challenge for which you want to
design a new solution. At the same time you help
others to achieve their goal - and others help you.
Learning together makes twice as much sense.
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How Change succeeds
In the Change Pod you use the most effective methods we have learned and developed over the last 20 years.
The focus is on exercises from the Immunity to Change approach by Harvard psychologists Robert Kegan and
Lisa Lahey. We combine this with the dialogic approach. Learning together is more fun! The Change Pod helps
you to turn a dif cult problem into an exciting challenge - which you not only solve, but which also solves you.
The program is based on agile principles and also trains your ability to learn and deal with complexity.
It supports your growth mindset!

We at willms.coaching have been running the Change Pod for several years in companies
and as an open offer. The participants report about big development steps! The effects on
companies are astonishing, as scientific studies have shown. The Change Pod works - if you
are there, it works for you too!
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Waswould
sagenparticipants
die Teilnehmerinnen
undthe
Teilnehmer
zum Change Pod?
Why
recommend
Change Pod:
"The Change Pod moves something in you, you can develop yourself further and you
can use it again and again.“
"The ChangePod helps you to think about your behavior and to understand it and thereby bring about a change that goes deeper than acting - into thinking and feeling.“
"I enjoyed understanding better how I tick. And how I can convince myself with concrete tests which parts of my ideas are nonsense. The exchange with others was very
helpful in this process.
In the nal survey of the last Change Pod say:
80% "I realize that I'm no longer stuck in situations that I would have been stuck
in before."
94% "I've learned new behaviors since dealing with immunity to change."
100% "I have taken steps towards my development goal."
And beyond the goal, the following happened:
"I am more courageous and stand by myself more. I feel stronger and my allowed radius
for my thoughts is no longer so limited.“
"I feel more relaxed and can enjoy moments with others more."
"I know more about myself now, see it faster if I get stuck in a behavior pattern, get out
faster. I feel a little closer to myself, see better what I am and what I am not."
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How does the Change Pod works?
Decide
Find and formulate the
most important goal for
my development

Discover
Getting to know my
immune system against
change

Experiment
Experiment, conduct
safe experiments and
grow beyond myself

Evaluate
Record my progress
and anchor what I
have learned

Online Workshop
1,5 hours

Online Workshop
4 hours

Online Workshop
3,5 hours

Online Workshop
3 hours

• Information on the
program ow and on
transformative change
theory.
• How do I nd my most
important development goal?

• Learn to discover the
immune system
against change and to
observe my mindset

• Develop, run and
learn to evaluate tests
for limiting thought
patterns (safe-to-fail
experiments)

• Evaluate the process
• Celebrate results
• Anchoring what you
have learned
• Anchoring Transformative Learning

Self Practice

Self Practice
ca. 2h per week

Self Practice
ca. 2h per week

Expected Results

• Peer group
• Observing the immune system in action
• Expert coaching in the
Online Lounge if required

• Peer group
• Mindset development:
testing hypotheses
• Expert coaching in the
Online Lounge if required

• Find my development
goal for the Change
Pod
• Feedback discussions
on the development
goal if wanted

2W

2W

Increased awareness of
inner dynamics.
Better self-control.
Knowledge of technology: self-development
with Immunity to
Change.

4W

1W

ca. 2 months
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What does it all include?
Decide

Workshop

Workshop I

Kick Off

You nd your most important goal !

Discover

Become familiar with chan- Feedback conversations: if there was only one thing I could
ge theory and the process change about myself, what would have the best effect?

Change Lounge
Coaching on demand
(on demand)

Workshop II

Discover

Evaluate

Experiment

Discover the immune system against change

Workshop III

Experiment

Mindset development with
safe-to-fail experiments

Workshop III

Evaluate

Deepen results and anchoring learning

In peer groups we help each other
Observe your own immune system against change in
everyday life and increase awareness

Feedback–
conversations
(on demand)

Once a week you can talk to a coach in the lounge if you like.
Plan, run and interpret tests of limiting thought patterns.
Learn transformatively step by step and grow beyond myself.
The Change Pod Research Diary as a resource for learning
Comprehensive instructions for the exercises.
Creating the Immunity to Change map.
Observations of big assumptions in everyday life.
Planning, running and interpreting tests of big assumptions.
Evaluate and anchor your own learning progress.
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Kick Off
January 11, 2021
at 5.00-7.30 pm CET

Workshop II

Dates. The dates for the workshops are scheduled. You arrange the dates for
the peer groups with your peers. If you miss a workshop, your buddies can
help you or you can book a coaching session.
Technical requirement. You need a laptop, cell phone or tablet with camera
and microphone. We work with zoom.

January 26, 2021
2.00-6.00 pm CET

Price. The Change Pod costs 1.200 Euro all inclusive.
If you like, you can pay in installments.

Workshop III
February 09, 2021
2.30-6.00 pm CET

Zu

Start fresh in January
The Change Pod start on January 11, 2021. The rst steps will be to de ne your
improvement goal!

Resources. For each learning step you will receive comprehensive materials
that provide you with helpful tricks and tips for the exercises.
This way you can keep on learning all your life.
You have access to the Change Lounge for 12 months.
Registration. Send us your registration by e-mail or use the form on our website. You will then receive an invoice from us.

Workshop IV

Need more information? Just join one of the free webinars and come with
your questions. We are looking forward to meeting you!

March 15, 2021
2.00 bis 5.00 pm CET
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When does it start?

mail@willmscoaching.de
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Learning and
growing together
Infowebinar about the Change Pod
Jan 08, 2021 5.30-6.00pm CET

Register here
https://www.willmscoaching.de/coaching/change-pod/

The change pod for my team
or my company?

Learning and growing together
For several years we have been running the Change Pod as a personnel development
program for companies. Independent evaluation results testify to the positive effect for
the participants and for the culture of the organization.
Would you like to nd out what the Change Pod can mean for your organization? Get
it contact with us! The Change Pod comes to you in your company if you want. Or
would you like to carry out the Change Pod with your team? Register together. You
then form a joint working group within the Change Pod. Are you interested? Get it
contact with us.

Sara Willms
sara@willmscoaching.de
+49 551 797 47 41

realize potential
of ce@willmscoaching.de
www.willmscoaching.de
Göttingen • Deutschland

Johannes Willms
johannes@willmscoaching.de
+49 551 797 47 41
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